


We acknowledge that this presentation is being held on 
the traditional lands of the Wurundjeri  people of the 
Kulin nations. We recognise the strength, resilience and 
capacity of Aboriginal people on this land and pay 
respect to elders, past, present and future. 

We stand with them in the desire for recognition within 
the constitution, and for a treaty that acknowledges 
Aboriginal sovereignty across the nation. 

 



o Getting in touch with your inner killjoy 
o Professionally exploited – Yarrow 
o Troubling truths – Anne 
o Ownership Matters – Brian 

o Bringing it together: Make some noise 



“You cannot always close the gap between how you do feel 

and how you should feel. Behind the sharpness of this 

‘cannot’ is a world of possibility. Does activism act out of 

this gap, opening it up, loosening it up?” 

 

“A killjoy: the one who gets in the way of other people's 

happiness. Or just the one who is in the way—you can be 

in the way of whatever, if you are already perceived as 

being in the way. Your very arrival into a room is a 

reminder of histories that ‘get in the way’ of the 

occupation of that room.” (Ahmed 2010) 

 

 



o Take a few minutes to draw a quick sketch of 
something that bothers you within the early 
childhood field 

o Share it with your neighbour (5 minutes) 

o Hold onto your sketch – more later… 



ABS data 1994: AWE 
childcare $435/week 
($707 in 2012 terms) 

ABS data 2010: AWE 
childcare $810/week 
($850 in 2012 terms) 



Timeline: 

1994  Quality assurance system begins (QIAS) for childcare services. 

1995 251 services accredited 

1998 3576 services accredited. 

2001 Family Day Care quality assurance begins. 

2001 3911 services accredited 

2002 Significant revision of quality assurance scheme. 

2003 9% of registered services achieved high quality in all ten areas. 

2003 Outside School Hours Care quality assurance begins. 

2006 75% of registered services achieved high quality in all ten areas. 

2009 98% of 5735 registered services achieve high quality in all seven areas. 

2009 Early Years Learning Framework introduced. 

2011 88% of 6005 registered services achieve high quality in all seven areas. 

2014 Mandatory requirements for Certificate III, rollout of new NQS assessments 



o Early Childhood Educators share  
significant responsibility in preparing 
young children to be competent and 
capable beings 

o Teaching itself has intellectual 
demands 

o Professionalism is more than just 
passion for working with children 

o Documenting children’s learning 
exposes the lack of professionalism 
through poor literacy skills! 

 

 



o I really like this guy.  Mr Reggio’s philosophy seems 
really good 

 
o I took observe of this child and interests are show likes 

he cars…. 
 

o The kids had fun playing today….. 
 

o Her pick up toy on put in mouth 



o What rights do I have to determine which pre- 
service teachers will meet professional standards ? 

o Do my Western cultural values and experiences 
impact on my expectations of  International 
students? 

o In whose eyes does quality documentation matter; 
children, families, the EC profession or our policy 
makers? 



o Scratch most early childhood people and they 
will acknowledge that community owned 
services are better than ‘private’, although it’s 
often said in a slightly apologetic way, with a 
rider that they are sure there are ‘good private 
centres’ 



o Community/publicly owned services make up 
more than 70% of all education and care services 
covered by the National Quality Framework 

o The school education system does not allow them 
to be run for private profit. Private schools are 
trusts. 

o The for-profit EC sector co-opted the term ‘private’ 
to make them seem like private schools, but they 
are commercial operations. 
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o “…Neoliberal capitalism becomes a hegemonic 
system of thought and practice, with its 
unswerving belief in the virtues of markets…” 
(Moss 2012) 

o Even when a regulatory framework, developed 
to embrace market provision, shows that they 
don’t deliver, we’re not told about it, and we 
don’t talk about it 

 

 



o Let’s talk up the differences between 
community based and for-profit services.  

o If our work is to further democracy and justice 
for all, all children and families must be able to 
access early childhood services that serve 
communities rather than exploit them for 
private gain. 



o Remember that sketch you did? Use this as a provocation to yourself 
for ongoing critical reflection. 

o Come up with insights? Tell us what they are – Contact Anne  

houghton8@optusnet.com.au 

o In February, we will email everyone on our list, with yours and our 
reflections on our killjoy topic 

Questions, and an opportunity 

o What connections can you see between your own work and our 
experiences? 

o What do you think we’re not seeing? 

o Are we being too harsh? Why?  

o Is there space for anyone’s joy in the childcare world? Whose? 

mailto:houghton8@optusnet.com.au


Thank-you for 

participating 

 

Don’t forget to give us your 
email address, if you want 

to stay in touch 
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